Events sponsored by the National Postdoc Association (NPA):

Keynote Address: Virtues, Values, and Vocation. Sept 20, 2021
Planning a Successful NIH Postdoc/Fellowship. Sept 20, 2021
Connecting for Career Success. Sept 21, 2021
Centering Your Identity and Interests While Preparing for Your Next Career Step. Sept 22, 2021
Industry Postdoc Panel. Sept 23, 2021
Transitioning from a Postdoc to an Early-Career Professional at a Federal Agency. Sept 23, 2021
Becoming Visible in STEM While Finding Your Niche. Sept 24, 2021
Finding a Satisfying and Best-Fit Career. Sept 24, 2021
Career Development Panel – Careers in Data Science. Sept 30, 2021

See a list of all NPA-sponsored events here

NPAW Hopkins events through JHPDA:

Grab-and-Go Lunch. Sept 20, 2021
Meet and Greet with Dr. Annalisa Peterson, New JHU Ombuds for Graduate Students Postdocs. Sept 20, 2021
Hispanic Heritage Month Trivia. Sept 21, 2021

See a full list of NPAW JHPDA events here